A case study with an ethical dimension

http://CroninProjects.org/Vince/GeoEthics/EthicsPresentations.html
Olive View Memorial Hospital, Sylmar, California
Destroyed with lives lost in the San Fernando Earthquake, 1971
Initial Discussion
South Napa earthquake, 24 August 2014
M 6, ~$400 million damage
Nepal (Gorkha) earthquake, 25 April 2015
M 7.8, >9,000 deaths, ~$10 billion damage
1906 San Francisco earthquake
M 7.8, ~3,000 deaths
~$10.5 billion damage (2015 $)
~12 feet of right-lateral offset near development site
Draft design for house and road locations
Second Discussion
Draft design for house and road locations
Final Discussion
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